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Abstract
Affinity propagation clustering be an exemplar-based scheme 
that comprehends via the handover of each data point to its 
nearest exemplar, where exemplars be acknowledged via 
passing messages on bipartite graph. There are two kinds of 
messages passing on bipartite graph. They are responsibility and 
availability, collectively called ’affinity’. The goal of this paper 
is to propose a dynamic variant of AP clustering, which can 
accomplish equivalent clustering performance with traditional 
AP clustering by just middle with the current clustering results 
according to new arriving objects, slightly than re-implemented 
AP clustering on the whole dataset. Therefore, a great deal of 
time can be saved, which makes AP clustering well-organized, 
sufficient to be used in dynamic environment.
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I. Introduction
Due to the high-speed processing requirements, loads of go-ahead 
data clustering methods are conservatory of simple algorithms 
such as K-means, K-medoids, or density-based clustering, 
modified to work in a dynamic data environment setting.

In this paper, we propose a novel clustering algorithm, Affinity 
Propagation (AP) clustering, to switch to dynamic data. Some 
experiments have shown steady its dominance over the previous 
algorithms in static data. Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering has 
been productively used in a lot of clustering problems. On the 
other hand, most of the applications deal with static data. This 
paper judge how to use AP in incremental clustering problems.

Firstly, we point out the difficulties in Incremental Affinity 
Propagation (IAP) clustering, and then propose two strategies 
to solve them. Correspondingly, two IAP clustering algorithms are 
proposed. They are IAP clustering based on K-Medoids (IAPKM) 
and IAP clustering based on Nearest Neighbour Assignment 
(IAPNA).

II. Related Work
Geng [14]. proposed a new clustering algorithm which 
outperforms hierarchical clustering in some aspects. Hwang [15]. 
proposed a signal transduction mock-up for clustering and sense 
functional modules in protein-protein interaction networks. As 
well some traditional clustering methods can also be well made 
clear in a message-passing manner. Lead-to of AP clustering in 
self-motivated environment have been thrashed out by many 
researchers.

III. Literature Survey
 B.J.Frey and D.Dueck [9] explained an algorithm termed “affinity 
propagation” (AP) as a talented option to traditional data clustering 
procedures. We show that heuristic for the p-median difficulty 

frequently obtain clustering solutions with inferior error than AP 
and create these solutions in similar computation time.

Xiangliang Zhang [16], A new Data Clustering algorithm, 
Affinity Propagation undergoes from its quadratic difficulty in 
function of the number of data items. Some extension of Affinity 
Propagation was proposed aspire at online clustering in the data 
stream framework. Initially the case of increase defined items or 
weighted items are handled using Weighted Affinity Propagation 
(WAP). Secondly, Hierarchical AP achieves distributed AP and 
uses WAP to merge the sets of exemplars learned from subsets. 
Based on these two building blocks, the third algorithm performs 
Incremental Affinity Propagation on data streams. The paper 
legalizes the two algorithms both on standard and on real-world 
datasets. 

IV. Problem Definition
Clustering or cluster analysis is a vital subject in data mining. 
It plans at dividing a dataset into some groups often referred to 
as clusters such that, data points in the same cluster are more 
comparable to each other than to those in other clusters. There 
are different types of clustering. On the other hand most of the 
clustering algorithms were planned for discovering patterns in 
static data. This compels additional requirements to traditional 
clustering algorithms to swiftly method and summarizes the 
enormous amount of endlessly arriving data.  It also want  the 
capability to get  changes in the data distribution, the ability 
to detect up-and-coming clusters and discriminate them from 
outliers in the data and the capability to combine old clusters or 
abandon on end ones.

V. Proposed Approach
Quite a few experiments have shown its reliable advantage 
over the previous algorithms in inert data. AP clustering be an 
exemplar-based that realized via handover each data point to its 
nearest exemplar where exemplars be recognized via passing 
messages on bipartite graph.  There are two kinds of message 
passing on bipartite graph. They are responsibility and availability 
together called ’affinity’. AP clustering can be seen as a request 
of belief propagation which was presented by Pearl to grip 
deduction problems on probability graph. When a new object 
is experimental it will be added on the graph and then message 
passing is implemented to find a new exemplar set. Since that 
only one or a few of nodes’ towards the inside will not change 
the structure of the whole graph a lot, a local adjustment of 
availabilities and responsibilities is adequate. Consequently 
message passing on graphs will re-converge quickly. Based on 
these features the IAP clustering algorithms proposed in this paper 
don’t need to re-implement AP clustering on the whole data set 
no need to alter the resemblance between objects.
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VI. System Architecture

Fig. 1: Architecture of Grouping Objects

VII. Proposed Methodology

A. Admin
Clustering the dynamic objects which are inserted by user. Firstly 
picking out some special objects called exemplars, and then 
associating each left object to its nearest exemplar. 

1. Incremental AP Clustering Based on K-Medoids
Objects arriving at different time step are at the different status, so 
it is not likely to find the correct exemplar set by simply continuing 
affinity propagation.

2. Incremental AP Clustering Based on Nearest Neighbor 
Assignment
A technique of Nearest-neighbor Assignment is employed to 
construct the relationships between the new arriving objects 
and the previous objects. NA means that the responsibilities 
and availabilities of the new arriving objects should be assigned 
referring to their nearest neighbors. NA is proposed based on a 
fact that if two objects are similar, they should not be clustered 
into the same group, but also have the same relationships.

B. User
After authentication of user adding dynamic objects .These 
dynamic objects are clustered according to proposed technique.

1. Test by Labeled Data Sets
The sum of similarities is one of the most widely used criteria. • 
In some cases, different clustering result can obtain comparable 
external dispersity and internal dispersity. Therefore, we use 
labeled data sets to evaluate the proposed algorithms. An 
advantage is that we can not only evaluate the clustering 
algorithms by dispersity, but also by some other indicators, 

like mutual information, clustering accuracy, According to 
the object function of exemplar-based clustering.
Distance Calculation: The measure of similarity between two • 
objects is also an important. In this project negative square 
root of Euclidean distance is adopted.

Euclidean Distance

VIII. Preference Range Computing Algorithm
▪ Input: s(i,k) : The similarity between point i and point k ( i ≠ 
k ) 
▪ Output: The maximal value and minimal value of preferences;  
pmax, pmin
▪ Step1. Initialize  s(k, k) to zero: 
▪ s (k, k) = 0 
▪ Step2: Compute the maximal value of Preferences:  
▪ Pmax = max {s (i , k )} 
▪ Step 3: Compute the minimal value of Preferences 
▪ Step 3.1: Compute the net similarity when the number of clusters 
is 1: 
▪ dpsim1 = max {∑ s(i,j)} 
▪ Step3.2: Compute the net similarity when the number of clusters 
is 2: 
▪ dpsim2 = max{∑ max{s (i,k), s (j,k)}
Step 3.3: Compute the minimal value of   Preferences: 
▪ Pmin = dpsim1 ─ dpsim2

Adaptive Affinity Propagation Clustering: Algorithm
▪ Input: s(i,k): the similarity between point i and point k  (i≠ k) 
▪ Output: The clustering result 
▪ Step1:Apply Preferences Range algorithm to computing the 
range of preferences: 
▪ [pmin, pmax]  
▪ Step2:Initialize the preferences: preference = pmin─ pstep
▪ Step3: Update the preferences: step preference = preference 
+ p 
▪ Step 4: Apply Affinity Propagation algorithm to generating K 
clusters 
▪ Step 5: Terminate until Still is largest.

IX. Results

Fig. 2: Preference Based Cluster Plot Graph
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Fig. 3: Cluster Efficient Chart

Fig. 4: Affinity Propagation of Clustered Graph

The generated resultant graph indicates the performance of 
proposed algorithms and it takes less number of iterations for 
better clustering.

X. Enhancement
The Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm suffers from one 
limitation that it is stiff to recognize the value of  parameter 
inclination which can succumb an optimal clustering outcome.  
This limitation can be conquer by  method  adaptive affinity 
propagation. The scheme finds out the range of inclination, then 
searches the space of inclination to find a good value which can 
optimize the clustering outcome.

XI. Conclusion
Five accepted labelled data sets and real world time sequence 
are used to assess the presentation of IAPKM and IAPNA. 
Experimental results legalize the efficiency of IAPKM and 
IAPNA. The proposition of IAPKM is stimulated by combining 
K-Medoids and AP clustering where AP clustering is good quality 
at result an initial exemplar set and K-Medoids is good at adapting 
the current clustering result according to new arriving objects. 
Experimental results show the exactness of this scheme. By 
combined K-Medoids and AP clustering we can not only lengthen 
AP to experience an incremental clustering task but also look up 
the clustering performance of AP clustering. IAPNA is grasping 
by a system called nearest neighbour assignment.

XII. Future Work
Dynamic data clustering tasks and streaming data clustering and 
to improve the performance of measure similarity between objects 
are significant to be consider in future work.
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